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Navigating Change

by Janice Kobelsky

“Nothing is so painful
to the human mind as
a great and sudden
change.”
― Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
NAVIGATING CHANGE
Through and beyond extreme uncertainty

#Because change calls on us to bring our best
There are few things more difficult than navigating severe and sudden change. Our brains
[1]

hate uncertainty. Our stress responses go into hyperdrive. Fight. Flight. Freeze. It's easy to
get stuck. And, it's a lot like quicksand. Once we start to sink, it's that much more difficult to
pull ourselves out.
This has always been true. The COVID 19 pandemic has caused every person on the planet to
experience this more personally, viscerally and profoundly than ever before. None of us is
immune to the feeling of sinking that widespread uncertainty can foster. And, never before
has your leadership mattered more.
Each of us is being called upon to strengthen -In the face of extreme uncertainty and

and to summon -- our inner leader. Whether

deep change; how do you navigate the

formally, by position, authority and responsibility;

unknowingness of it all?

or, informally, through actions and influence, what
you do and do not do matters. How to navigate?

1 David DiSalvo | Forbes; March, 2016: This Is How Uncertainty Makes You Lose Your Mind
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In order to be able to think clearly, we must be able to simultaneously tame and settle our
emotions, without ignoring them, and then regain some sense of balance and forward motion.

#Because deep change tests us

C OURAGE
How is the change affecting your courage and/or your confidence?
The first 'reset' happens when we acknowledge the impact the change is having on our courage
and/or confidence. But, we may think, especially as leaders, that it's better to just put on a brave
face and marshal forward. So, why is it helpful -- necessary even -- to recognize and admit our:
fears, worry, anxiety; and/or,
feelings of instability, insecurity, inadequacy or other doubts?
It's because, like any other problem or opportunity, we cannot address it if we're unable to face it.
The real test of courage and confidence is not being fearless. It's finding the strength to continue,
to lead and/or to act, anyway. We're more prepared and better equipped to navigate change
when we understand the factors affecting our own resolve. So, first things first. Acknowledge
where and how you're feeling shaky, so you can unleash your inner resourcefulness to advance;
not without fear, but, rather, in spite -- and even because of it.
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#Because deep change demands willingness

H ELP

What kind of help do you need to ensure you navigate this change well?
Asking for help gives others the chance to contribute and allows us to source our strength not
only from within, but from outside ourselves as well. Some of the greatest leaders in history
were those who surrounded themselves with wise counsel, with the openness and intelligence to
listen. We multiply our resources when we are effectively able to ask for help.
When facing change, especially as leaders, the key is to be discerning and clear about what we
need. Now is not the time for vagueness. It's not about leaning on others, it's about leaning into
the problem, so we can multiply our resources, bolster our sense of solidarity and increase
our effectiveness overall.

A SK
What questions must you ask and address, to best flourish in this change?
When no one knows or has the answers, the best navigational skill is to be able to ask good
questions. It means dropping what we know, or think we know, and approaching the situation
with what is sometimes referred to as 'the beginner's mind'.
It's easy to get fixated on how things "should be" or "must be." Don't. Doing so narrows our
thinking, at a time when we cannot afford to be close-minded or resistant to change. Intense
curiosity, on the other hand, opens our mind, helps us grow, be more willing and able to adapt
and more receptive to ideas and possibilities. Ask questions that empower yourself and others
and you'll find greater mastery over the things that you can control, the solutions you can
implement, and the actions you can take.
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#Because deep change is a hero's journey

N EW

Is this change really 'new' or is it familiar, but in a different or 'new' form?
Much of the anguish or anxiety regarding change comes from feeling powerless or inadequate.
We wonder if we have the wherewithal and the strength to navigate what lies ahead. So, remind
yourself of all the ways that this change -- however drastic or disruptive -- is actually 'familiar'.
Even a change that is unprecedented still likely has parallels with other experiences.

G ROW
How will this change cause you to grow and how will that be valuable in future?
One of the most empowering aspects of change is that it is an opportunity to become 'your next
best version' - as an individual, company, community or even country. When we consider the
change as a chance to grow, it allows us to choose who and what we become in the face of it.

E NGAGE
How do you become fully engaged, to achieve 'inspired accountability'?
Finally, leaders, don't stand on the sidelines. Engaging fully enables us to shape our future vs.
being helpless victim or worried observer. When accountability is inspired, it comes from the
inside out. We feel its force and we choose our impact. That's the call of leadership and never do
we have a greater chance to show up fully than when facing daunting challenge and change.
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#Because deep change takes patience

Go easy.

You cannot push a rope. Change is like that. Think it through but be willing to adapt. Know your
ultimate destination. But understand that the road to get there will at times be straight and
true and, at other times, filled with twists and turns. As ever, be mindful, responsible and agile.
#Because you can languish in despair or lead a visionary unfolding of possibility.

Are we daring enough to take the
"hero's journey" and become agents
for the future? Or, are we so
dependent on existing skills ...

and established structure that
change, deep or otherwise, is not
an option?”
― Robert E. Quinn | Deep Change

Janice Kobelsky -- Energizing people, possibility, potential
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#Because leaders, you're it.

C OURAGE

How is the change affecting your courage and/or your confidence?

H ELP

What kind of help do you need to ensure you navigate this change well?

A SK

What questions must you ask and address, to best flourish in this change?

NEW

Is this change really 'new' or is it familiar, but in a different or 'new' form? How so?

G ROW

How will this change cause you to grow and how will that be valuable in future?

E NGAGE

How do you become fully engaged, to achieve 'inspired accountability'?
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